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The Gratitude/Generosity Paradox
Pastor Jerry

It is ironic, I think, that we were two thirds of the way through a Lenten
sermon series on the discipline of gratitude
when we shut down for Covid-19. There I was
preaching about ways to expand our
understanding of thankfulness – such as simple
pleasures like coffee with a friend, hugs, family
visits, traveling to new places, moments of
meditation before worship in the sanctuary –
when suddenly a lot of those things were taken
away from us. It’s as if God were asking, “Can
you be grateful now?”
Can we? As we come to the month of
Thanksgiving with our state’s Covid-19 infection numbers skyrocketing
and our hospitals overflowing with the seriously ill and the church still not
holding in-person worship eight months after the initial lockdown, can we
be thankful?
I suspect so. It is a nearly universal rule, I have found, that the people
who have the most are the least grateful for it, while those who live lives
of the deepest gratitude are those who have the least. Call it the gratitude
paradox. As I have visited seniors over my years of ministry, I have often
been surprised by the deep gratitude expressed by people living with
debilitating and painful chronic conditions. For these people, a day of
slightly less pain was a gift of God, and the nurses and aides who came
to help them with basic tasks were greeted with joy and thanks.
Meanwhile, I have known my share of grumpy, angry, bitter seniors, too:
often comparatively comfortable people who complain more about things
like lukewarm coffee or inconvenient doctor’s appointment schedules than
others complain about crippling pain.
So can we be grateful in the absence of many of the things that we love?
Yes. If I’m right, losing some of the things that are important to us can
make us even more grateful for what we still have. If we miss the
handshakes and hugs of Sunday morning, can we be more grateful for
the physical contact that we still have with those in our circle? If we miss
coffee at the Goat on Thursdays with friends, can we be more grateful for
each phone call and hot cup of coffee at home? And most importantly,
during this time of deprivation, can we develop new habits of gratitude
that will carry over even after the Covid restrictions are loosened?
There’s another paradox that, I think, is related to the gratitude paradox.
Call it the generosity paradox. Study after study has shown that poor peoContinued on p. 3
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OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Thursday
9:00 am - 12 pm

Saturday-Sunday, October 31 - November 1
Living Room Worship: Available @ 6:00pm Saturday, Lake Street
Facebook page
Traditional worship with Communion:* 9:00am. Radio 92.1 FM,
Livestreamed on Facebook.
Sermon: “A Time to Cry”
Selections from across scripture

Saturday-Sunday, November 7-8
Living Room Worship: Available @ 6:00pm Saturday, Lake Street
Facebook page
Traditional worship: 9:00am. Radio 92.1 FM, Livestreamed on
Facebook.
Sermon: “Live as Free People”
1 Peter 2:13-17
Saturday-Sunday, November 14-15
Living Room Worship: Available @ 6:00pm Saturday, Lake Street
Facebook page
Traditional worship: 9:00am. Radio 92.1 FM, Livestreamed on
Facebook.
Sermon: “What Does the Lord Require?”
Micah 6:6-8; Isaiah 1:11-17
Saturday-Sunday, November 21-22
Living Room Worship: Available @ 6:00pm Saturday, Lake Street
Facebook page
Traditional worship: 9:00am. Radio 92.1 FM, Livestreamed on
Facebook.
Sermon: “Josiah and Jeremiah”
Jeremiah 7:1-15
Advent: The Other Witnesses

Saturday-Sunday, November 28-29
Living Room Worship: Available @ 6:00pm Saturday, Lake Street
Facebook page
Traditional worship: 9:00am. Radio 92.1 FM, Livestreamed on
Facebook.
Sermon: “A Prophet Like Moses”
Deuteronomy 18:9-20
*The Communion liturgy will be presented live in the 9:00 service
on the first Sunday of the month. Participants should prepare their
own bread and cup. As always, United Methodists serve Open
Communion, welcoming all to Christ’s table, even when it is
served remotely.
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Continued from p. 1

ple are far more generous to others and to charitable causes than
are wealthy people, at least measured in terms of percentage of
income. That is, the people who have the least to spare are give to
others the greatest percentage of what they do have. (Yes, the
millionaire’s 0.005% gift will add up to more dollars than the poor
person’s 15%. But no, Jesus isn’t impressed by that: see Mark
12:41-44.) It’s as if going without things not only makes you more
grateful for the few things that you have, but it makes you more
sensitive to others’ needs and more willing to help.
November in Methodist church life always seems to involve two
things: an emphasis on thanksgiving and a stewardship drive, as
we collect pledges for the coming year. Maybe it will be comforting
to you to know that we are maintaining both of those traditions this
year. (“Nor rain, nor snow, nor dark of night, nor deepest pandemic
will stay us from our annual pledge drive.”) But this year is
different, isn’t it? In our calls for gratitude, we acknowledge that we
have lost many things that we were once thankful for – so let us be
grateful anyway. And in our pledge drive we acknowledge that
finances are tighter for many and more uncertain for nearly
everyone – so let us be generous anyway. If we are to do more
than just survive the pandemic but rather come out stronger on the
other side, this is part of how it will happen.
Worship in November
November 1, All Saints Memorial Service. One of the solemn holy days of
the year is our annual Memorial Service. Having the service online will be
different, but we will be lighting candles at the church and reading the
names of those of our congregation who
have died since the last Memorial Service.
But we know this is not everyone whom
you will be remembering with grief this
year, so we invite you to prepare at home
for this service by preparing candles to
light in honor of those whom you have lost
this year. There will be a time during the
service set aside for these individual memorials.
Thanksgiving Eve Service is canceled. Sort of. We are not going to have
our usual gathering on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. Instead, our
hope is to have thanksgiving testimonies from you spread out throughout
the month. Some of you have already
recorded your Thanksgiving messages
and sent them to Pastor Jerry. There
is still time to do so.
Advent begins November 29. The first
Sunday of Advent this year is in November. Yes, we will be lighting Advent Candles at church, as usual, but
unless things change dramatically in the next month, we will still be worshiping remotely. Families, watch for more details on how we can do our
own Advent celebrations together each Sunday.

HAVE YOU
FOUND US
ONLINE?
Our website
www.lakestreetumc.org
always has the most up to
date
calendar, news,
online giving and more.
Visit it
often for past sermon
recordings, past Circuit
Riders, and a direct link to
our Facebook page.
ADDRESS CHANGES
If you have had an
address change within the
past four months and are
receiving the Circuit Rider
newsletter electronically,
please send your new
address to the church
office: adminsec
@lakestreetumc.org.
Because your issue does
not go to the post office,
there is no Address
Service Requested
changes that come back
to the church. We
appreciate your help to
keep our database up to
date.
December Circuit Rider
Deadline is
Wednesday, November
18th for
Wednesday, November
25th mailing

Be sure to send your news
to Ellen Prellwitz at
Adminsec
@lakestreetumc.org
@lakestreetumc.org
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A COMMUNITY OF INCLUSIVE WELCOME
We embrace all of God’s children as persons of sacred worth regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, socio-economic
status, national origin, culture, tradition, physical or mental ability, sexual orientation, gender identity, or any other difference real or perceived, and welcome all people into the life of this congregation.

Election Vigil
On Monday evening, November 2, our church is inviting you to pray. All of you. Pray for safety for those
voting and for our election workers. Pray for integrity
and competence in the tallying of the votes, and pray
for peace during the time of waiting for the results
and in the aftermath of the counting.
Obviously, you can pray wherever you are, but for
those who would like to physically join together in
prayer, even in the time of Covid, we invite you to
come by and pray for a while in the church parking
lot, between 5 and 7 pm. You don’t have to get out of
your car, but if you are comfortable doing so, we plan
to have a table outside the canopy doors with some
printed prayer suggestions and battery operated votive candles to light as a sign to others that this
church is in prayer for our nation. The prayer suggestions below will be available that night as well.
Election Prayers
Prayers of Thanks
For the privilege of living in a democracy, where we
can vote on our leaders and believe that our vote
is counted
For the volunteers and election officials who give of
their time to make our democracy work on election
day
For all who follow the calling to serve in public office,
trying to improve the lot of Americans whether we
agree with them or not

Supplications
Protection for all who vote, that they may vote their
conscience with confidence and dignity
Protection from fraud and from all who would abuse or
corrupt the process
Integrity and accuracy among all who count the ballots
and report the results
When the election is over, respect for the results by
those who are disappointed and respect for the
disappointed by those who are pleased.
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This month’s UMW birthdays
11-6
11-8
11-12
11-13
11-18
11-22
11-24
11-29

Al Olson, 90
LaRue Hanson
Marty Fisher-Blakeley
Catherine Davis
Diane Boetcher, 80
Bobbie Liedl
Joann Rutz
Loris Akervik

Hello all
Stampers out there!
Hope you are catching up on
your own cards and sending
them to family and friends.
We were not able to meet together for the past four
months, so individual stampers made the 35 cards
each and sent them out on their own! Thank each
one of you for your dedication. Keep well and keep
safe. We will meet again.

Seniors who would like their driveways
cleared of snow for free, call Bill Beaton
at 715-252-2262.

A COMMUNITY OF COMPASSIONATE OUTREACH
Our time and talents and resources are not gifts for our enjoyment but a calling to serve others,
particularly the marginalized and those without other defenders.
We seek to serve God by serving God’s children in our community, our nation, and our world.

Mission Team Update
Luke 14:12-14. “Then Jesus said to his host, when you give a lunch or
dinner do not invite your friends or your brother or your relatives or your
rich neighbors-because they will invite you back and in this way you will
be paid for what you did. When you give a feast, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind, and you will be blessed; because they are
not able to pay you back. You will be paid by God when the good people
rise from death.”
Lake Street volunteers were busy in the month of October providing
meals and food to the homeless and food insecure. Thank you to all who
were able to volunteer In October.
Beacon House Hosting: Lake Street volunteers provided supper meals
the week of October 11th-17th. The loose change offering in September
for Beacon House raised $460 which will help provide overnight support
at Beacon House. During our hosting week there were four families, 8
adults and four children. Lake Street’s next week to host is December
13th-19th. If you are able to provide a supper meal during this week,
please contact Kent Gierhart.
Feed My People Pop-Up Food Pantry: Lake Street was able to sponsor
another Pop-Up Food Pantry on October 23rd. Volunteers also helped to
distribute food during the drive-up food pantry. We served 152 families.
Mission team is planning on doing another sponsorship in November. Please let Kent Gierhart know if you are interested. E-mail
khghart@yahoo.com.
Community Table: Volunteers prepared and distributed meals on October 22nd. The next opportunity to
serve at Community Table is Sunday
November 22nd. A total of six volunteers are needed, three from 1:003:00 P.M. and three from 1:00-5:00
P.M. Let Tom Stanford know if you
are able to help out.
E-mail
tstrider73@gmail.com.

Monthly Mission Offering (Loose Change)
Meaningful Christmas: Our monthly mission offerings for November and
December are always called the “Meaningful Christmas” offering and are
designated for one or two local ministries. This year the Mission team has
chosen the Eau Claire Free Clinic and Beacon House to receive the
funds raised through the Meaningful Christmas offering in November and
December, and through the fudge fundraiser.

ARCW Wish List for November: Meal in a Can
Please consider assisting the
AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin Food Pantry by donating a “Meal in a Can” – beef
stew, soup, etc. Your donation will help ARCW clients
who are affected by AIDS/HIV
in the Eau Claire area.
Please place your food gift
in the ARCW box located near
the entrance to Fellowship
Hall.
Special thanks to those folks
who donated 25+ cans of tuna
to ARCW Food Pantry during
October. The pantry was delighted to receive your generous donation.
Thanks also for
the additional donations (over
150 cans) of fruit and vegetables, apple juice, candy and
cake mixes. Your efforts and
continued support are very
much appreciated!
Mission Giving Update
In the first nine months of the
year, you have given to the following causes over and above
your regular giving:
Good Neighbor Project $1,055
Beacon House
395
Community Table
620
UMCOR
2,114
Helping Hands
5,288
Other Mission*
547
*Loose Coin offerings not otherwise named.
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A COMMUNITY OF SPIRITUAL FORMATION
We seek to be a place where all God’s children, of all ages and abilities, can grow together in knowledge and faith,
through study, through participation in worship, and through service to others.

Making Sense of the Bible, by Adam Hamilton
In November, we continue our Wednesday
to get the most out of the inspiring and yet
difficult book that we claim as our scripture.
After a ten-minute video introduction from
the author, we share our own thoughts and
frustrations and moments of glory in our
own experience with the Bible.

evening discussion times on how
Wednesday Topics
Nov 4
Nov 11
Nov 18

The Bible and Science
The Bible and Violence
The Bible and Sexuality

You don’t have to have been with the discussions from the start, because each session is a different question. Feel free
to join us on Wednesdays at 6:00pm, either in person in the Fellowship Hall or
remotely on Google Meet. (Contact Pastor Jerry for the link to the online discussion.)

2021 Upper Room Devotional
It’s time to order the devotional booklets for 2021.
To assist with the number needed, please contact
Ellen in the church office
(715-832-6603 or adminsec@lakestreetumc.org) to let her know of your
interest. Cost will be $11.00. Thanks so much!

Thinking about Poverty
Whoever is elected president of our country this month - and begins a four-year term in January - will
have many challenges, but one of them will surely be the large and growing percentage of our population living in poverty. The Covid-19 crisis has exacerbated an already daunting problem for our nation.
But what can be done?
Perhaps the first thing we can do is try to understand poverty. As we look toward next year, the Spiritual
Formation Team is challenging us to do some thinking on the subject, perhaps by meeting some of the
people who know poverty best. A couple of books that you might consider looking at are:
Left Out in America: The State of Homelessness in the
United States, by Pat LaMarche
Rachel and Her Children, by Jonathan Kozol
Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America, by
Barbara Ehrenreich
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UMW NEWS
UMW BOOK REVIEW
We Pray with Her, Encouragement for All Women Who Lead, by Emily Peck-McClain, Danyelle Trexler, Jen Tyler, J. Paige Boyer and
Shannon Sullivan
This book is a wonderful read and a book
that would be a great companion to share
with other women as we walk our FAITH
journey together.
WHY…..I have felt this way, that I am the
only one struggling, the only one that
does stupid things or has crazy thoughts
that spill out of my mouth or who needs a
prayer, a hug or a hand to hold. This
book affirmed that I am not alone in this
world, that it is a normal need to seek
courage to be the women God created
me to be. Together with other Godly
women, we can walk, run and shout together that life is good when we journey it
together.
I highly recommend this book, to read it, and then have your own
copy to use as you journey life each day as a woman of faith that
knows and understands the challenges of life as a woman in today’s
world. We are not intended to walk through life alone. Life is good
when we raise each other up in prayer and celebrate successes along
with our sisters in Christ. Now that is how to live the life to which God
has called us.
We Pray with Her, is on the UMW’s book cart with a green sticker on
its spine, meaning it is in the category of Spiritual Growth and it is a
2020 book selection.
Submitted by Chris Draxler

PRAYERS FOR JUSTICE
The theme for United Methodist Women in 2020 has been “Let Your
Light Shine: Ignited for Justice”. It is easy to say we have a theme for
our organization, but what does that really mean and how do we as
women be ignited for justice.
I have a suggestion that we begin with prayer and then allow God to
nudge us in the needed direction. I have listed below a few prayers
written by missionaries from around the world that are prayers for justice. Just start by praying one prayer a day and be open to God’s
nudge in your life and then be willing to share with other women how
God has nudged you, remembering, we are on this journey of FAITH
together and together we will be a Light for Justice.
#1 Oh God, let us not grow weary of working for justice. Radiate in
us and guide us as we pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace
here on earth. Amen.
Written by Belinda, Global Missionary serving in Nicaragua
Continued on p. 8
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IMPORTANT UMW
DATES
FOR NOVEMBER 2020
November 1…Daylight Savings
Time ends – set your clocks
back one hour
November 11…Executive Board
meets in Room 202 at 9:30am
November 15th…completed
UMW Reading Report Forms are
due to Chris Draxler, either drop
off your form in the UMW mailbox outside the church office or
mail your report form via US mail
to Chris Draxler.

The reporting forms are on the
cart. The reporting forms are different than the previous tri-fold
form, look for just a single sheet
of paper, which allows a little
more space to write the required
information.
Please take the time to record
the books you have read…….I
know women have been reading
during this time of isolation. Even
if you do not have enough books
to complete a certain plan, I save
these forms and the books you
read in 2020 can be applied to
2021.
Coming soon….the new 2021
books!!!!!!!!
November 26….Thanksgiving
Day

SILENT AUCTION REVEALS SPIRIT OF GENEROSITY
In describing how we raised over $4000.00 by replacing our Bazaar with a Silent Auction – all one can say
is “It’s a God thing!” When faced with the very likely possibility of not meeting our $7000.00 pledge to mission for 2020, a few of us were undoubtedly inspired by the Lord to think differently and decided to try a
silent auction feeling that any money raised was better than nothing. How silly it was to put such low expectations on what God can do.
Coupled with the annual pledges of our UMW members and all the monetary donations above and beyond
the sale of the Auction items, the proceeds will not only allow UMW to pay our pledge to missions in full,
but also to make our usual year-end contributions to 12 local charities as well.
THANK YOU to Julie Holzinger, Bobbie Liedl and Winnie Doxsie for organizing the Auction and to the following people who donated items that were sold:
Cheryl Budnaitis
Chuck Grandy
Sherrie Southard
Julie Holzinger
Brenda Wallace
Jill Weisenbeck
Pat Peterson
Becky Prior

Veronica & Paul Marshall-Potter
Marilyn Sullivan & Lake St. Quilters
Jerry & Judy Montgomery
Chris & Frank Draxler
Val Bryson
Ron Gjerning
Steve Blashford
Linda Keepers

Florence Shepherd
Winnie Doxsie
Susan Willkom
Suzanne Heabler
Rita Houser
Bobbie Liedl
Carol Gudnason

Lessons learned or reaffirmed by this experience are as follows:
Never cease to be amazed by God’s goodness.
Never put limits on God or the generosity of others.
When you can’t do what you’ve always done, don’t give up.
You’re never too old to try something new.
LOVE AND GENEROSITY ARE MORE CONTAGIOUS THAN COVID-19
May this event and the blessings it has brought inspire us to continue to do all we can to serve God and
our neighbors, sometimes in ways that totally surprise us.
Continued from p. 7

#2 Lord, grant us the heart to love those at the margins, especially those we find difficult to love and forgive us for keeping your children at the margins. Amen.
Written by Finda, Regional Missionary serving in sub-Saharan Africa
#3 Gracious God, give us your strength to continue fighting injustices in this world, to fight poverty, discrimination and oppression. Amen.

Written by Tipiwa, Global Mission Fellows International serving in the Fiji Islands
#4 God of Justice, God of mercy, you called your children the light of the world. You ask all of us to be
lights in this darken world. We pray unto you, God, to shine on us so that we may reflect the light of justice
and peace and lead your people to do good through Christ, the way and truth leading to heaven. Amen.
Written by Jean, Global Mission Fellows International serving in Belgium
#5 God of Life! May your light shine upon the road to justice and peace for all. Amen.
Written by Marilia, Global Missionary serving in Brazil
#6 God of Justice, call us to be bearers of light, seeking justice, love and hope in the midst of a broken
and hurting world. Amen.
Written by Darlene, Order of Deaconess and Home Missioner serving in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Memorials and Special Gifts
received through October 18
In memory of: Robert “Bob” Hoffman, Jr.
Donor: Shirley Hoffman; Designated for:
Radio.
In memory of: Lena Thompson
Donors: Corinne & Ron Gjerning, Susan
Staves, Judy Sheu, Marty Fisher-Blakeley;
Undesignated.
Donors: Marlene Arntson, Terry and Marilyn
Sullivan, John and Margaret Melrose; Designated for: Radio.
Donor: Carol Mooney; Designated for: United Methodist Women.
Donor: Carol Lamirande; Designated for:
Outside gardening.
In memory of: Robert “Bob” Darling
Donors: John and Margaret Melrose, Rita
Houser; Designated for: Radio.
Donors: Lawrence E. Sobyak, Susan
Staves, Marty Fisher-Blakeley; Undesignated.
Special Gifts
From Paul and Virginia Hilbrich; Designated
for: Radio.
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RESOURCES FOR MINISTRY
Financial Report through September
September was a good month financially, thanks to your
generosity. Your giving for the month was higher than budget, and expenses were steady – with one exception. Our bill
from the city for the curb / gutter / sidewalk work that was
done this year came in and was paid in full to the tune of just
under $4,000. Even with that significant one-time expense,
we held steady in our adjusted year-to-date net (the figure at
the bottom right of the spreadsheet below).
Of course, holding steady means that we stayed at a little
over $17,000 in the red for the year. We’d rather be doing
better than that, but this is still within the range of normal for
the ups and downs of giving through the church year. The
normal pattern for church giving includes strong end-of-year
giving, enough to pull us out of that deficit.
Having said that, though, it does seem a little silly to be talking about normal anything in 2020. We have no idea what to
expect this year. This month you will be receiving pledge
cards in the mail with an invitation to
hold steady or increase your pledge
for the coming year, as you are able.
If you need a reason why you should
do that, I invite you to read back over
the rest of this newsletter. We are
still here, still ministering, still looking
for ways to represent Christ, and your pledge is a part of
your involvement in that.

CHURCH AND CONFERENCE LIFE
WISCONSIN ANNUAL CONFERENCE REPORT

On October 24, the Wisconsin Annual Conference held its longdelayed annual meeting - postponed from June because of the
pandemic. It was held online with electronic voting and
complicated discussion methods and at least one power outage,
but all in all everyone came away with two impressions: (1) that
went better than expected and (2) wee can’t wait until we can
meet in person again.
There isn’t much to report from the conference, though. United
Methodists are still trapped in a sort of limbo, waiting for the
(also delayed) General Conference that will decide the shape
and number of denominations of Methodism going forward, so
we all knew that at least some of the business we conducted
was going to be irrelevant a year from now. On the other hand,
we did celebrate Bishop Jung’s 8th year as bishop for Wisconsin
(usually the limit for an episcopacy) and heard a report from the
Jurisdictional Conference preparing us for the likelihood that the
next bishop in Wisconsin will probably be shared with another
conference - sort of a Two-Point Charge for bishops.
But Wisconsin continues in ministry. Finances are actually
better this year than at the same point last year, and we heard
from multiple new ministries that are being started in the midst
of the pandemic.

SCRIP for
Christmas
With the virus concerns many
of us will need to mail our gifts
to our loved ones. Please

consider gift cards. It’s

easy and it supports the church.

We have over 750 merchants available to us. You
may have to wait a few days if there is no inventory on certain cards.

WE WILL DELIVER

Simply phone Dave Doxsie (920-915-1134) or
email dave@mapsolutionswi.com with your Scrip
order and he will deliver to your home. He needs
to get out of the house, so please do not hesitate
to call.
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Buy Scrip. Support
LSUMC
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